
Lesson Plan: Cross-Discipline Collaborations 
Focus Work of Art: ‘Dali 1948” by Philippe Halsman 

Meets the learning standards for grades 4-5 (can be adapted)  

Media Type: online and written 

Subject Integration: Fine Arts, English Language Arts and Reading, Mathematics 

 

 

Description of the Activities/Workshop: Engage with a specific work of art through observation, 
speculation, and further exploration of the benefits and opportunities for collaboration. 

Why am I teaching this: Arts Integration Thread (to catalyze the learning of content outside of 
art), Art Skills Development Thread (to deepen the development of art-making skills) 

Materials: writing materials, printed and online resources 

TEKS: 110.7 knowledge and skills 1, 2, 3, 6, 13 

111.6 knowledge and skills 5, 6, 7 



111.7 knowledge and skills 1, 5, 6 

117.14/117.17 knowledge and skills 1, 2, 4 

Focus Question: What do we observe through visual analysis of the work of art, “Dali 1948” by 
Philippe Halsman, and what other possibilities can we explore through cross-disciplinary 
collaboration? 

Opening:  

1. Learners will analyze “Dali 1948”.  

Activity 1: 

2. Ask learners for their interpretation of the image. How did the artist use line, shape, and 
movement? What is happening in the photo? Which element seems to be the subject: 
shape or movement? What repeating shapes do you recognize (line, arch, rectangle, 
triangle), and how many of each? Which elements depict movement? 

3. On a blank piece of paper, learners should draw what they see: What is the biggest 
object in the photograph? What is the smallest object? What expression is on the man’s 
face? How do the cats appear to feel about being in the photograph? How does the 
water look in the picture? How many lines go from one edge of the photograph all the 
way to another edge? 

Activity 2:  

4. Share with learners this article about the photography of Philippe Halsman and his 
collaborations with writers, painters, actors, and cosmetic manufacturers. 
https://www.thecollector.com/philippe-halsman/ 

5. Discuss how Halsman’s work was informed by the influence and contributions of others. 
6. The article gives some behind-the-scenes information about how “Dali 1948” was made. 

How many people do you think were involved in the creation of this image? Is it 
something the artist could have accomplished by himself? 

Activity 3: 

7. Watch this brief video by mathematics teacher, Eddie Woo 
https://youtu.be/8j0E7h8unpg 

8. How can we further analyze and understand “Dali 1948” by using mathematical 
terminology and skills?  Have learners compose 10 mathematics questions (and 
answers) that are appropriate for their skill level, based on angles, measurements, and 
planes within the photograph. 

Activity 4: 



9. Discuss examples of interesting cross-disciplinary collaborators: Misty Copeland and 
Prince, Swami Vivekananda and Nikola Tesla, Snoop Dogg and Martha Stewart, Kanye 
West, and Maison Martin Margiela. Encourage learners to add to the list of appropriate 
examples. 

10. Allow learners to pursue independent research on the collaborators of their choice and 
write a short article about their pursuit. 

Activity 5: 

11. Share this article about an art installation created by artist Lyndall Phelps and particle 
physicist Dr. Ben Phelps https://www.a-n.co.uk/news/superposition-art-and-particle-
physics/ 

12. Ask learners to imagine a collaboration between themselves and an expert in another 
field. What would that project be? Would it have a function or goal? How long do would 
it take to accomplish the goal? 

13. Invite learners to draw schematics or write a project proposal for their dream 
collaboration. 

Closing: 

Share… Reflect!!  Can this exercise be taken further? Are learners interested in sending a 
project proposal to their ideal expert? How would they go about locating and contacting their 
expert? 


